Q: How did you get introduced to running?
A: I was just like any other novice. I didn't know anything about shoes. I searched through my attic, looked deep inside my closet, and finally came across a pair of real light shoes. They worked fine for the first couple of races, but then we had a meet on a cold, rainy afternoon. Needless to say, the bowling shoes, how it rubbed off on us.

Q: I've heard that you ran your first few races in bowling shoes. How did that come to be?
A: It was just like any other novice. I didn't know anything about shoes. I searched through my attic, looked deep inside my closet, and finally came across a pair of real light shoes. They worked fine for the first couple of races, but then we had a meet on a cold, rainy afternoon. Needless to say, the bowling shoes, how it rubbed off on us.

Q: What kind of influence did you have on running?
A: I was pretty lucky. My high school coach, who won the '57 Boston Marathon, always taught us that running was fun. We ran over the nature trails and through the apple orchards of New London, Connecticut. He continually stressed the importance of running for fun, and it rubbed off on us.
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Republican John Hiler's visit to campus Friday was termed a success by College President Mark Lynch. Hiler, who was appearing against Third District incumbent John Brademas, was campaigning for votes in anticipation of the November 4 election. During an outside rally on campus at 8:30 a.m. that morning, gave interviews to the campus media and also met with University President Mark Lynch. The rest of the time he was spent talking with students between classes, according to Lynch. Polls show the race very close at present, and the last of hundreds of thousands of people are opposed by Notre Dame and Saint Mary's could provide the margin Hiler needs to defeat Brademas.

Iraq yesterday its forces punched 50 miles inside Iran and were battling for control of three major cities in its oil heartland. Iraq denied the Iranian claims and said the Iranian air force was attacking "enemy units that have penetrated into our beloved homeland," President Mohammad Reza Shah of Pakistan was on a peace mission to Tehran and Baghdad, but there was no indication either side was ready to end the week-long war between the neighboring Persian Gulf oil countries. Iran's news agency said Zia left for Baghdad after confirming twice with Iranian President Ahloushanin Bani-Sadr about the border dispute.

Yale University, to conserve energy, is trying to train students out of bed by offering popular classes early in the morning. "Yale students usually stay up late at night and sleep," said college Dean Howard Zim. He said that changing this habit will cut energy consumption significantly. This semester, Lamar remarks said, "History of the Trans-Mississippi West" was also known as ' Cowboys and Indians" to 8:30 a.m. "To my surprise, it seems to be working," Zim said. "I think students are getting up earlier for their class than their usual habits." The course as he did when he offered it later in the morning.

A West German neo-Nazi is believed to have planted the bomb that ripped through a crowd of Oktoberfest revelers, killing 12 people, including the bomb-squad police chief, and wounding 130 others in Munich last week. The suspects include six members of an outlawed fascist organization in connection with the blast. Karl-Heinz Hoffmann, 43, leader of the "Military Sport Group Hoffmann," was picked up over the weekend along with five other members of the group, Bavarian State Justice Minister Karl Helmermeier said Sunday. Police found papers pertaining to the group near the body of 21-year-old Gundolf Koehler, the suspect of the bomb explosion, was found in a crowded exit from the Oktoberfest grounds Friday night.

Can elephant waste be used as a new energy source for the 800? Officials at Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus — where the average elephant produces six or seven pounds of waste each hour — say it would be wise if other cities in the United States are considering converting into viable electric power plants. Company officials plan to produce gas to heat livestock cars, run generators for circus trains, and build a system on a flatcar in the circus train. Company officials expect the device to be ready for the circus by spring. From Ringling Bros, officials asked the company to mount the "anaerobic digester," a device that breaks down organic wastes and yields methane.

A group of Cuban diplomats has left Caracas, recalled by Cuba's President Fidel Castro to protest a Venezuelan military court's decision to acquit four men accused in a 1976 bombing that killed 73 people aboard a Cuban jetliner. The Cubans left for Panama Saturday night shortly after Castro said he had ordered "our diplomats and the rest of the Cuban personnel that transacts some activity over there, 27 in all, to return to Cuba." It was not immediately known if all 27 officials had left. The Cuban Embassy appeared empty yesterday morning.

A 22-year-old cancer victim with only one leg has hauled thousands and thousands of Canadians to his cause and the result is that cancer research in Canada now has $12 million richer. When Terry Fox dipped his artificial leg in the Atlantic off St. John's in Newfoundland on April 12 to start a cross-Canada run to raise money for cancer research, he had no one to encourage him. But five months later in the rugged hills of northwestern Ontario — when the exhausted runner was forced to give up because the artificial leg that cost him his leg 3 years ago had reappeared in his lungs — Fox was a national hero, whose drive and struggle was being hailed by the entire country. When Terry Fox's Marathon of Hope ended Sept. 1 at Thunder Bay — just past the halfway point in his journey — he had raised more than $1.7 million for cancer research, mainly from people who pitched in along the road.

Mild with variable cloudiness today with highs in the lower 70s. Outlook for tomorrow's cloudy with scattered showers.

Registration for the draft began this past summer and all males born in 1966 or earlier were required by law to inform the government if they were of age and where they lived. Despite the reassurances by the government and military that a draft is not necessary—or wanted by the majority—many people are opposed by the reinstatement of registration. Their protests were quiet and short-lived, but just quick decision over the summer, to register or not to register, and that was it.

But that really is not it. You see, now that the first step has been taken, there is nothing to be done about it. For those who, because of religious training and belief were conscientiously opposed to war, they have been a conscientious objectors during times of war. in all draft bills provision was made for those who, because of religious training and belief were conscientiously opposed to war. That is the traditional, accepted position for a CO, a person who conscientiously objected, based on personal beliefs. Exemption from war for a CO, is a recognition of the distinction that includes those who conscientiously objected, based on personal beliefs. Exemption from war for a CO, is a recognition of the distinction that includes those who conscientiously objected, based on personal beliefs. Exemption from war for a CO, is a recognition of the distinction that includes those who conscientiously objected, based on personal beliefs.

No one can decide whether his will support a war or not without thinking about it. In the past, most COs did not think about having a choice—"if our country called they went to war." It was not until those conscientious objectors have been raised since the Korean conflict and the decision to go to war is no longer simple, due to the existence of the cold war, and the threat of nuclear weapons. If you choose to be drafted or not, you must have to have a reason. And if you choose not to be drafted, you better have a damn good reason.

The first CO was always viewed simply as a non-comformist, an idealist and dreamer, and he was accepted as such by the government and society. He had his beliefs and stayed by it. But since the Korean conflict, two new forms of CO have appeared that have caused society and government a great deal of unrest. The first is the secular or nonconformist objector; a person who, not through association with a religion, refuses to participate in war. The difficulty with the secular objector involves the question of his sincerity—there is no religious training that backs up his beliefs, they are personal instead.

How does one judge if his object is really from conviction or selfish cowardice? In her book, "Conscience in America," "Lillian Schlissel defines conscientious objector as 'the act of a single individual who seeks to right a social injustice, who seeks, by his own protest or ray-saving, to turn the state from war.' A CO is as much a patriot as those who believe they can defend their country in a time of crisis. only the CO would prefer to prevent or end war by his dissent.

A CO, whether he is a religious, selective, secular or absolutist, supports his country, but his ideals lead him to protest it by preserving its peace. Society's view of the CO has always been different, because he chooses his own way, he doesn't conform to the common view; he forces people to stop and think about war and violence.

No, we are not faced with war yet. But with the present conflict in the Middle-East, and last year's Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and the Iran-Iraq war, the question of his sincerity—there is no religious training that backs up his beliefs, there is no religious training that backs up his beliefs, there is no religious training that backs up his beliefs—there is no religious training that backs up his beliefs. The voice of the conscientious objector must be heard. They are a reminder that there can be an alternative. It's something to think about before the draft, before the war, before it's too late.

This is the first part of a two-part column. Next week's column will deal with the moral reasons for being a conscientious objector.
A money loser

ND-SMC shuttle runs up deficit

by Susan King

Notre Dame lost $4,500 on the shuttle service last year and stands to lose $6,500 more this year, according to James McDonnell, director of Student Activities at Notre Dame.

McDonnell explained that the last few years, South Bend bus service "Transpo" has increased its costs. According to McDonnell, last year ND budgeted $32,000 and the total shuttle cost was $36,500.

McDonnell estimates that the cost for the shuttle service this year will be at least $95,000. He expects to receive $1,500 in student revenue which leaves the sum of $82,000 to be covered by ND and SMC. This cost will be divided between the two schools equally.

ND budgeted $34,500 for this year's shuttle cost, although the estimated cost is $41,000. If these figures are accurate, ND will then have a deficit of $6,500.

"Notre Dame is under-budgeted and we know it will cost more," McDonnell said. He then added, "When first looking at these figures, ND decided not to pay this large amount. ND wanted to cut back, but Saint Mary's pushed the issue."

ND was hoping to cut back one hour per night, but SMC insisted that the bus shuttle not be reduced. McDonnell said, "Fares don't come close to matching the expense."

When the night shuttle began, student government proposed to help meet costs, students would pay fares. This system was adopted and the original fee for students was set at $1.50, with a good intention. However, ND and SMC feel that students should not be made to pay a bus fare for a mandatory class at the other school. At night, the shuttle is used for social reasons, not academic reasons. After 6 p.m., the shuttle costs $.15 one way. Trigiani said, "It has been considered to increase the fare to $.20, but the drivers can't even get the $.15 out of the students now."

McDonnell also said that "Paying $.20 would be the maximum. After all, it is only $.30 for a ride downtown."

According to Trigiani, there is a great loss from students who avoid paying by sneaking on the bus, telling drivers they had previously paid when they had not, and the students who simply forget their fare and then beg the bus driver to take them anyway.

Trigiani said, "Letting the students on the shuttle when they have forgotten their money differs from driver to driver. Most drivers are strict about this policy, but McDonnell said, "We do not deny a ride to anyone."

Dillon Hall kicks off United Way

Dillon Hall kicked off the 1980 campus United Way campaign yesterday, getting 100 percent participation by every senior hall on the first day. The campaign asks that every student on campus contribute $2, and a daily chart beginning tomorrow in The Observer will measure the progress of each hall as they attempt to reach 100 percent participation. The campaign will continue through the beginning of the next week.
Farm grapes

Farm Workers union wilts

By Roger Gillott
Associated Press Writer

The United Farm Workers union, long the darling of liberal grape and lettuce boycotting times, has fallen hard into difficulties over back taxes and government grants. Things were considerably more glamorous 15 years ago. The UFW's strike against central California grape growers began Sept. 16, 1965-the 15th anniversary of Mexican Independence Day-and stretched on for five years of marches, fasts and boycotts.

Focus

The bitter but publicity-rich strike took on sort of a "Grapes of Wrath" romanticism that captured the fancy of urbanites from coast to coast. The colorful union leader, Cesar Chavez, wearing his familiar plaid shirt and khaki pants, became a national symbol as he took up the cause of impoverished Latinos everywhere. Today the situation is less glowing.

Investigators for the community Services Administration issued a report challenging a CSA grant of $581,000 in migrant worker funds and suggesting that the UFW may have violated a federal regulation by using the money for union activities. The CSA is expected to decide within a month what action to take.

The UFW owns more than $400,000 in back taxes for unemployment and social security.

The state legislature has approved a bill prohibiting the UFW from making members contribute to its campaign war chest, effectively curtailing the union's political clout.
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continued from page 7

A: In the late Sixties I roomed with both Bill and Olympian Jeff Galloway. That was at Wesleyan. Bill's high school coach had been stern and authoritarian with his runners. This turned Bill off completely. When he came to Wesleyan, I re-introduced him to the fun of running. We devised our own program really. We both enjoyed the long, slow, aerobic running. Then we through in some speed work and hills to sharpen up for races. Basically, I acted as Bill's mentor.

Q: Tell me about your 1968 Boston win.

A: It was my senior year in college. Twice I had been sixth in the NCAA's in cross-country, and I was beginning to get some confidence. Also, I had run an 8:45 two-mile that year, which proved to myself that I had some speed. To train for Boston, I was doing 120 miles a week, which was unheard of back then. The race itself actually became a two-man race between myself and a Notre Dame grad, Bill Clark. He was edging me out going up the hills toward Boston, but his thighs cramped up on the down side. I was able to keep the pace up and win it.

Q: What kind of physical and psychological barriers must you overcome in a marathon?

A: Of course, everyone hears about "the Wall" that all marathoners hit. However, I think it's just as much a mental, psychological battle as it is physical. You must run a perfectly-paced race. It takes awareness and a lot of mental stamina to complete a run of that distance.

Q: Do you think the current running boom will continue?

A: I don't think the current increases percentage-wise can continue. However, in absolute numbers, more and more people will be running. I think the trend will spread throughout the family. I also think the running craze will begin to affect the lower socio-economic strata.

Q: What are you now doing, career-wise?

A: As a writer for Runner's World, I stay pretty busy. I've been experimenting with a training program of running only four days a week. This allows me time to rest and to get my work done. On the days I do run, I run hard. This keeps me in shape for road races. And it keeps me feeling good, too.

---

Gov't

pledged to centralize the widely-spread Student Government branches into a more workable body. His Student Senate would take up the functions not only of the Board of Commissioners, but also of the Campus Life Council, in hopes of constructing a unified, representative student voice. Riehle cannot disband the CLC, but he feels it is an ineffective body because it has University staff members on its board, and he says he will not convene it again.

It should be emphasized that the Student Senate's administrative powers will not differ from those of other student governmental bodies—it has none, other than the allocation of student activities funds. However, Riehle feels that the Senate, with wider student representation but without Administration interference, will perform its duty as the student voice to the University much more effectively than any of its predecessors.

But Riehle can only hope that fifty percent of the student body turns out to vote on the referendum, and that all of them approve of his new plan. If they do not, he must attempt a longer, more tedious amendment process. Riehle is not looking forward to that.

---

Speech

break to fund research and development in industry, an increase in the amount of depreciation a business a business can claim as a tax deduction, and an attempt to stimulate personal savings."

The average American only saves about five percent of his income, while the average Japanese saves almost 20 percent," Anderson said. This saving leads to a high rate of capital formation in Japan, and makes money more available for investment in industrial renovation.

Free for All

It's a party. Every afternoon from 2-4:30.

Our very own version of a happy hour. Peanuts, popcorn, even pretzels.

It's a different treat every day. And it's yours free, with the purchase of any drink. So stop by soon. For the food. And the fun.

Available at: THE HUDDLE.
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Today

Monday, September 29, 1980

Campus
5:30 p.m., meeting, french club, 2nd floor south dining hall.
6:30 p.m., pledge ceremony, alpha phi omega, rm 110-114, o'shay
7 p.m., philadelphia club, october-break bus sign-up, lewis hall, $75.
8 p.m., computing mini-course, "script," 113 ecm,l phone 2831 to register.
10 p.m., film, "dr. strange-lover," engr. aud, sponsored by int'l studies.
8 a.m., october break bus sign-ups, lewis hall.

Molarity
FLIGHT '95 FROM CLEVELAND TO SOUTH BEND REQUESTING GO FOR FINAL APPROACH TO LAND AT MICHIGAN REGIONAL AIRPORT.

Peanuts
MAKES TOO MANY CANDLES

The Daily Crossword

Michael Molinelli
I'VE BEEN ON THIS RUN TOO LONG

Charles M. Schulz
WELL YOU COULD ALWAYS STICK WITH THE CHURCHIES

Peanuts
MAYBE YOU'RE A CAROLINA WREN...WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A CAROLINA WREN?

Molarity
FLIGHT '951 FROM CLEVELAND TO SOUTH BEND REQUESTING GO FOR FINAL APPROACH TO LAND AT MICHIGAN REGIONAL AIRPORT.
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Peanuts
MAKES TOO MANY CANDLES

The Daily Crossword

Michael Molinelli
I'VE BEEN ON THIS RUN TOO LONG

Charles M. Schulz
WELL YOU COULD ALWAYS STICK WITH THE CHURCHIES

Peanuts
MAYBE YOU'RE A CAROLINA WREN...WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A CAROLINA WREN?

Molarity
FLIGHT '95 FROM CLEVELAND TO SOUTH BEND REQUESTING GO FOR FINAL APPROACH TO LAND AT MICHIGAN REGIONAL AIRPORT.
**Sports Briefs: RooGers take two, tie one**

The Notre Dame Rugby Club team captured two wins over Purdue Saturday while tying the Bluejackets in the third game. Irish player took the "A" match 20-4 and the "B" contest 16-0 and then won even with Purdue 12-12 at the "C" level. Notre Dame will meet next week the South Bend Rugby Club on Saturday afternoon. Match time for the intra-city rival game on Stepan field will be announced later this week in the Observer.

**Frosh Army tickets ready**

Freshman student tickets for the October 18 Army football game may be picked up today at the second floor ticket windows in the ACC.

Pick up for students who missed their designated days will be tomorrow.

Students may pick up as many as four tickets each, as long as they have one classmate's I.D. card per ticket. Students who have not yet purchased tickets for the Army game may still do so. A limited number of tickets remain available for students only.

The ticket windows will be open from 8 a.m. through 5 p.m. on each of the pick-up dates listed above.

**Spartan JV dumps Irish**

The Irish junior varsity football team lost to Michigan State 7-6 yesterday at Spartan Stadium.

Novice fencers to begin

Practice for novice fencers will begin today at 7 p.m. in the fencing gym of the ACC. The practice is open to all interested and those wishing to attend should enter through Gate 4.

**Brett's average up to .385**

Earlier, George Brett slammed a pinch-hit grand slam at the bottom of the sixth to vault the Royals into a 7-4 lead. Brett's victory yesterday.
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**Scores**
The Notre Dame baseball team outscored its opponents 17-14 this weekend in a tilt that saw three out of four games played on Jack-Kline Field to drop its season record to 5-3.

The Irish lost a pair to Lewis University this weekend, scoring 4-5 and 6-4. Notre Dame split with Spring Arbor losing the first game 6-5 and rebounding to take the second game 5-0.

"The key to a successful sea- son is you don't lose a double- header," said head coach Larry Gallo. "We really had the opportunity to win four games."

The hosts almost gained a split in Sunday's second game when junior Jim Montagano stepped up with two out in the bottom of the seventh, tying the score 4-4. Lewis picked up two runs in the game and had a shutout of the seventh, tying the score singled home junior Joe Bar- ron in Sunday's second game.

"The Irish were credited with two out in the bottom of the seventh, tying the score 4-4. Lewis picked up two runs in the second game of the four games played on Jack-Kline Field to drop its season record to 5-3."

Steve Cichy, the junior from Fargo, N.D., who was injured in the 31-10 loss to Purdue on the campus of Purdue University, has received a clean bill of health from the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn. Cichy, a strong safety who didn't return to the team after he kicked off, maintained a crushed vertebrae in his neck as he tackled Jimmy Johnson in the Boiler conflict.

Local doctors determined that Cichy would be sideline for "an indefinite period of time."

A Bottom Ten salute goes out to Cortez Hill of Colorado (3-0-4) as a defensive player in the game against the University of Colorado. Hill is a fullback for the Buffalos and had a shutout through five innings before giv- ing up an infield hit to Lewis' Lewis Upton, who then scored on a sixth. Bob Tumpane then doubled down the right field line following runners on second and third. In back-up play, the Irish's cork, Dwayne twisted his ankle and was relieved by junior Tom Conroy.

"That was unfortunate for both Mike and the team," Gallo said. "It was demoralizing for the kids."

In the first game against Lewis the Irish were credited with no errors in dropping a 4-3 decision, but they did have two runners picked off, a passed ball that led to the tying run and had runners on one occasion on first and third with no out and failed to score.

"Getting picked off is inexusable," Gallo said. "It's de- moralizing. Instead of being confident, people say to them- selves, 'I hope I don't get picked off.'"

In the opener Chryst was 3- for-four, but Montagano had two hits, including a solo home run.

On Saturday, the Irish gained a split against Spring Arbor on a 6-5 loss to Spring Arbor. Sophomore Steve Whitmyer and freshman Bob Hickey in game two. Whitmyer hurled the first five innings, giving up one hit and striking out two. Notre Dame dropped the opener 6-5 as Barron was tagged with a loss. Mark Clementz came in and pitched 3 2/3 innings of relief, surrendering two runs. Chryst and Montagano each had five hits on the weekend. Mark Clementz came in and pitched 3 2/3 innings of relief, surrendering two runs. Chryst and Montagano each had five hits on the weekend.

"They're just better than us," said Cichy. "It's only natural to be
to worry. It's only natural to be
worried."

The Bottom Ten

The Bottom Ten voters hear a lot of complaints from coaches, none are as legitimate as those of Massachusetts Maritime's Don Ruggeri. Forty-two of Ruggeri's players went to sea on the academy's training ship, "The Bay State." Since the players will not return for another five weeks, Ruggeri's squad will consist of thirty-one freshmen and six seniors.

What with Florida banned from the poll for the rest of the season, and teams like Columbia and Rice suffering disappointing victories, there are grumblings among the voters for a return to the good old days — before parity.

Luckily, there are standbys like Northwestern, Kansas, and Vanderbilt who are valiantly re- taining the dawn of a new era of mediocrity.

"We're still 7-9, 215-pounder. "I still believe that a
tackles in last year's campaign
more specifically for approxi- mately three to four months."

The building that diseased Cichy decided to seek a second medical opin- ion at the Minnesota clinic and encountered there next Friday.

"They told me I'd be out for one more week. I'll be able to play the Miami game.

"That was the news we were glad to hear," said Cichy. "I have full movement in my neck. It's just a matter of getting back into shape."

Our first medical opinion is- sued recommended that Cichy not run, or practice at all. The second medical opinion agrees also to a neck brace for two to three weeks.

Cichy, who was replaced by senior Tom Destino in Notre Dame's game against Michigan, recorded the most time in the defensive backfield for any Irish player in 1979. The consensus prep All-American tallied 67 tackles in last year's campaign along with two interceptions. Last season Cichy was a ques- tionable player for the Irish un- til just prior to the start of that 7-4 Irish year. Plagued by in- juries in his career, Cichy suf- fered through a period where his
tackle structure in his lower back. The 20-year-old who received the Award as most im- proved defensive player in the